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This study discusses how information can reduce political polarization. “Specifically, in a 
nationally representative sample (Study 1) and a preregistered replication (Study 2), we find that 
providing a taxpayer receipt—an impartial, objective breakdown of how one’s taxes are spent that 
is published annually by the White House—reduces polarization regarding taxes, but not when 
participants are also asked to indicate how they would prefer their taxes be spent”. Similar 
information effects are hypothesized to occur among essential workers. 

 Levendusky, M. S. (2018). Americans, Not Partisans: Can Priming American 
National Identity Reduce Affective Polarization? The Journal of Politics, 80(1), 
59–70. https://doi.org/10.1086/693987

 “When subjects’ sense of American national identity is heightened, they come to see members of 
the opposing party as fellow Americans rather than rival partisans….thereby reducing affective 
polarization” . This study uses several original experiments, as well as a natural experiment 
surrounding the July 4th holiday and the 2008 summer Olympics, which finds strong support for 
affective polarixzation being reduced in times of national emergency. 

As much of the United States locked-down in 2020 amidst the COVID-19 
pandemic, not every worker transitioned to working from home in their 
pajamas. “Essential workers”, or those whose jobs had to continue operating in 
person, are estimated to “comprise 40% of the US adult population” 
(McCormack et al, 2020), with the largest proportion of those workers (15%) 
coming from the healthcare sector. The COVID-19 pandemic has been 
increasingly polarized along partisan lines in the US, and so understanding the 
relationship between individual’s political beliefs and their health concerns is a 
valuable addition to the knowledge base around Americans actions during the 
pandemic. This topic was the subject of a paper by Xavier La Rochelle, which 
examined the relationship between partisan animosity and health concerns 
during COVID-19 pandemic. This analysis seeks to further similar questions, 
and extend the scope of the research to include essential workers. Given the 
differing experiences of essential workers - their exposure to frontline 
environments as opposed to a living room couch, as well as the fact that many 
“now face much higher risks than traditionally incurred in [their] occupations” 
(Blau et al, 2020), analyzing the experiences and views of a significant chunk of 
the population is important when considering the impacts of the ongoing 
COVID-19 pandemic. The experiences of essential workers similar even across 
party lines, and could therefore lead to reduced differences between partisans in 
health concerns, following of health measures, and even perhaps their overall 
affective political polarization. The evidence suggests that in some situations, 
there may indeed be small but noticeable effects from being an essential worker. 
In these linear regression models, which controlled for gender, age, strength of 
party affiliation, and race, there are some substantive and suggestive results.

Background and Theory

Introduction

Hypotheses
 Hypothesis 1: Essential worker status will ground partisan COVID-19 
beliefs in fact, and lead to higher health concerns for both Republicans 
and Democrats.

 Hypothesis 2: Essential worker status will ground partisan COVID-19 
beliefs in fact, and increase the likelihood that individuals follow public 
health measures to prevent the spread of COVID-19.

 Hypothesis 3: Essential worker status will reduce individuals beliefs that 
public health measures are overly strict or “overblown”,

 Hypothesis 4: Essential worker status will reduce the partisan political 
information gap with respect to COVID-19. Essential workers will 
therefore be less polarized than non-essential workers.

Model 1: Predicted Health Concerns among Democrat and Republican 
Essential and Non-Essential Workers

Model 2: Predicted Polarization among Democrat and Republican 
Essential and Non-Essential Workers
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These interaction plots based upon linear regression models examine 
predicted health concerns, polarization, and responses to health 
measures among US Democrat and Republican essential workers and 
non-essential workers, controlling for: gender, age, race, their 
strength of party affiliation, their education level, the month they 
conducted the survey, the number of COVID cases in their local 
county, and finally whether their state was under Republican or 
Democratic leadership at the time of the survey. 

There were three indicators used in the health concern variable, 
each rated on a 1-10 scale of the respondent’s concern for the given 
scenario. An average of the 3 scores was taken and used as each 
respondent’s “health concern” variable: 1) How concerned are you 
about “getting very sick with the virus (COVID-19)”,  2) ”A loved  one 
or friend getting very sick with the virus”, and 3) ”Being responsible 
for making other people sick with the virus”.

The polarization variable was based upon the difference between 
a respondent’s rating of their own party and the opposing party on a 
10 point scale favourability scale (“How favourably do you view the 
Democratic Party”). 

Model 3: Predicted Health Concerns among Democrat Essential and 
Non-Essential Workers, sectioned by strength of party affiliation

Model 4: Predicted Health Concerns among Republican Essential and 
Non-Essential Workers

Using a predicted dataset generated from model, shown in 
Model 1, the results shows a small change in health concerns 
with essential worker status among Republicans, and a slight 
narrowing of the difference between Democrats and 
Republicans in their differing perceptions of the health 
concerns associated with the COVID-19 Pandemic. This change 
was statistically significant at the p < 0.1 level. Essential worker 
status also produced differences in polarization that were 
statistically significant at the p < 0.0001 level. As Republican 
voters are “far less likely to see COVID as a major threat to 
public health” (Tyson, Pew Research Centre, 2020), the 
experience of being an essential worker could ground their 
political beliefs on COVID-19 in fact, and make them less 
affectively polarized towards members of the Democratic party. 
When the sample is separated into Republican and Democrat 
groups, and interaction effects with strength of party affiliation 
are taken into account, statistically significant effects of 
essential worker status on the following of public health 
guidelines are still observed. Strength of party affiliation 
follows a pattern for both Republicans and Democrats, with 
Democrats with the strongest party affiliation showing 
heightened health concerns in part due to greater socialization 
effects from their party, while Republicans with high party 
affiliation display the least concern for COVID-19 as a public 
health issue, reflecting the views of the Republican party as a 
whole. 

 

Regression Table for Models 1-4, Intercepts and Standard Errors

Slide of CDC definitions of essential workers, courtesey of https://www.cdc.gov
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